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Landmark urban sanctuary, Aman New York, marks a new era for hospitality in the heart of Manhattan, set within the iconic Crown 
Building. It features design by Jean-Michel Gathy, 83 Suites, Italian restaurant Arva and Nama for Japanese cuisine, flagship three-
floor Aman Spa and speakeasy-style Jazz Club. 
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Landmark urban sanctuary, Aman New York, marks a new era for hospitality in the heart of Manhattan. Set within the iconic Crown 
Building, it features design by Jean-Michel Gathy. Homes and Suites feature fireplaces and oval bathtubs, Italian restaurant Arva 
specialises in harvest cooking and Nama explores Japan’s washoku tradition. A flagship Aman Spa and the speakeasy-style Jazz Club 
round off the magnetic appeal of this Midtown address and immersive experiences showcase New York’s creative side.  
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Landmark urban sanctuary, Aman New York, marks a new era for hospitality in the heart of Manhattan. Set within the iconic Crown 
Building, original home of the Museum of Modern Art, it features airy design by Jean-Michel Gathy, a selection of Homes, 83 Suites, 
and drinking and dining spaces including all-day Arva, which specialises in harvest cooking, and Nama, which delves into Japan’s 
Unesco-recognised washoku tradition. A flagship Aman Spa takes in a dramatic 20m indoor pool, 10 treatment rooms and two 
private Spa Houses. After dark, the speakeasy-style Jazz Club is Midtown’s go-to for late-night libations and live music.  
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The peace of Aman’s Sanskrit-derived name and the purpose of the brand’s Asian heritage comes together at Aman New York – a 
new landmark urban sanctuary which marks a new era for hospitality in the heart of Manhattan. Poised at Fifth Avenue and 57th 
Street, the address presides over New York’s iconic century-old Crown Building, which once acted as the original 1920s home of the 
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA). 

Long-time Aman collaborator Jean-Michel Gathy is behind the design, which ushers guests into a double-height lobby on the 14th 
floor, takes in fireplace-adorned Homes and 83 Suites, and opens to a host of social spaces. Chief among them is all-day Arva, 
Aman’s convivial Italian restaurant, which specialises in cucina del raccolto (harvest cooking), furnished by local farms and 
markets. A second dining destination, Nama, delves into Japan’s culinary tradition of washoku, in the dining room, with a dedicated 
Hinoki wood counter for the experience of Omakase. The year-round Garden Terrace is the destination for all-day drinks and 
original cocktails. After dark, the underground, speakeasy-style Jazz Club is Midtown’s go-to for late-night libations and live music. 

In another history-making moment, Aman New York marks the first destination of Aman Club, a new members-only lifestyle 
concept, which grants Aman access to enthralling programming and exclusive spaces within the hotel and all forthcoming urban 
Aman destinations.  

A flagship, three-storey Aman Spa & Wellness Centre takes in a dramatic 20m indoor pool, 10 treatment rooms and two private Spa 
Houses, for the ultimate in exclusive relaxation.  Honouring the building’s artistic heritage are immersive experiences that 
showcase New York’s creative side, including private tours of city museums, professional photography excursions with Mark de 
Paola and behind-the-scenes journeys into artist ateliers. The city’s rich culinary side is also explored with expert-led tours around 
Union Square Greenmarket.  
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The peace of Aman’s Sanskrit-derived name and the purpose of the brand’s Asian heritage comes together at Aman New York – a 
new landmark urban sanctuary which marks a new era for hospitality in the heart of Midtown Manhattan, two blocks from Central 
Park. Poised on the corner of Fifth Avenue and 57th Street, the address presides over New York’s iconic century-old Crown Building, 
a storied skyscraper named for its coronet-like top, which once acted as the original 1920s home of the Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA). 

Long-time Aman collaborator Jean-Michel Gathy of Denniston Architects is behind the design, which ushers guests into a double-
height lobby on the building’s view-spying 14th floor, takes in a selection of Homes and 83 Suites, all adorned with fireplaces and 
oval soaking tubs, and opens to reveal a host of dedicated spaces for socialising.   

Chief among them is all-day Arva, Aman’s convivial Italian restaurant, which specialises in fine dining cucina del raccolto (harvest 
cooking), furnished by local farms and markets. A second dining destination, Nama, serves chef ’s-selection omakase at its seven-
seat Hinoki wood counter, and in the main dining room, delves into Japan’s culinary tradition of washoku, recognised by Unesco as 
an Intangible Cultural Heritage.  

The year-round Garden Terrace – with its retractable roof, fire pits and glassy water features – is the destination for all-day drinks 
and original cocktails. After dark, the underground, speakeasy-style Jazz Club is Midtown’s go-to for late-night libations and live 
music, with resident DJs and a roster of leading international performers regularly gracing the stage. 

In another history-making moment, Aman New York marks the first destination of Aman Club, a new members-only lifestyle 
concept, which grants Aman insiders access to exclusive spaces within the hotel – and all forthcoming urban Aman destinations – as 
well as curated, concierge-facilitated experiences and regularly programming - courtesy of the Aman Private Office.  

Elsewhere, a flagship 2,300 sqm Aman Spa & Wellness Centre spans three storeys, with a dramatic 20m indoor pool, 10 treatment 
rooms and two Spa Houses, each with a Hammam bath or a spacious Banya-style sauna and a canopy-covered outdoor terrace with 
alternating hot and cold pools, for the ultimate in exclusive relaxation.  

Harvard-trained physician Dr Robert Graham and bodySCULPT co-founder Christopher T. Chia are among Aman New York’s 
regular wellness experts, joined by in-house practitioners in physical therapy, yoga and Pilates, and a seasoned line-up of visiting 
specialists. Imbuing a sense of stillness in the city, the two-hour Aman New York Signature Journey leads guests through a sound 
bath and therapeutic massage in the heart of Manhattan.   



Honouring the building’s artistic heritage are immersive experiences that showcase New York’s creative side including private tours 
of the city’s museums, editorial photography excursions with renowned photographers, such as Mark de Paola, and behind-the-
scenes journeys into the working artist ateliers of some of Manhattan’s most respected talents. The city’s rich culinary side is also 
explored with tours by Arva’s Executive Chef around Union Square Greenmarket, selecting produce that can later be savoured in a 
bespoke dining experience.  


